
26 - 5 =  

What is the time now?  

4 x 3 =  

349p = £  

What is the place value of 7 in 721  

23 + 8=  

70 minutes =               hours            minutes  

Which is heavier 500g or 1kg?  

70+30+4=  

5+5+5+5=  

Write the number four hundred and fifty-two.  

£9.00 - £1.50 =  

4,8,12,16 what is the next number in the sequence?  

What shape is this ?  

On a digital clock the time is 07:10 this is     

         Minutes past  

 

Sam runs 1 mile on Monday and Tuesday, then on 
Friday he runs 2 miles. How many miles does he run 
altogether? 

 

Harry feeds his dog 5kg of biscuits each week. How 
many kg does he need for 5 weeks 

 

30 ÷ 5=  

A packet of balloons is 75p. How much will 2 packets 
cost? 
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26 - 5 = 21 

What is the time now?  

4 x 3 = 12 

349p = £ £3.49 

What is the place value of 7 in 721 700 

23 + 8= 31 

70 minutes =               hours            minutes 1 hour 10 

minutes 

Which is heavier 500g or 1kg? 1kg 

70+30+4= 104 

5+5+5+5= 20 

Write the number four hundred and fifty-two. 452 

£9.00 - £1.50 = £7.50 

4,8,12,16 what is the next number in the sequence? 20 

What shape is this ? cube 

On a digital clock the time is 07:10 this is     

         Minutes past  

10 minutes  

Past 7 

Sam runs 1 mile on Monday and Tuesday, then on 
Friday he runs 2 miles. How many miles does he run 
altogether? 

4 miles 

Harry feeds his dog 5kg of biscuits each week. How 
many kg does he need for 5 weeks 

25kg 

30 ÷ 5= 6 

A packet of balloons is 75p. How much will 2 packets 
cost? 

£1.50 

3x6= 18 www.worksheetresources.com 
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Answers 


